Abstract: A lowet-bound Lp(n,u) and an upper bound Up(n,u) on Sp(n,u) are derived, where Sp(n,u) is the average number of the products in the minimum sum-of-products expression for p-valued input twovalued output functions, n is the number of the inputs, and u is the number of the input combinations which are mapped into 1.
Introduction
The author derived the formula for the average number of prime implicants for p-valued case CSAS 793, and also obtafned the average number of products in minimum SOPE s for p=2 and p=4 by using computer simulation CSAS 80,811. Recently, Bender and Butler CBEN 861 improved the upper and lower bounds for suitching functions.
In this paper, we derive an upper and a lower bound on the average number of products in the minimum SOPE's.
They are tishter than any other bounds reported to date, In Section 2, we show basic properties of the p-valued input two-valued output functions. In Section 3, we derive an upper bound on the average number of products in minimum SOPE's.
In Section 4, we derive a lower bound on the average number of products in minimum SOPE's.
In Section 5, we show the experimental results.
Definitions and Basic Prooerties Definition 2.L:
Let P=CO,l,...,p-1) be a set of truth values, and X be a variable which takes a value in P. Let S be a subset of P, then xS denotes a 2-valued function P + B such that Therefore, the right hand side of (3.2) is equal to X t(E(a))=1+2+1+2=6.
F i g . 2 . 1 4-valued i n~u t two-valued o u t~u t f u n c t i o n
On the other hand, the B~~2 left hand side of (3.2) is t(f)=4 as shown in Fig.3.2. Therefore, the relation (3.2) holds in this example.
(End of example). (End of example).
Experimental Results
In order to obtain SD(n,u), functions geneyated by a pseudo-random number generation algorithmTwere minimized. For each value of density, d=% , n and L p, 100 sample functions were generated for (~~2 9 n=6 and 8, and p=4, n=3 and 4). and 10 samples were generated for (~'2, n=lO and p=4, n=5). Then, each function was minimized by QM. Table 5 6. Conclusion In this paper, we derived an upper bound U,(n,u) and a lower bound Lp(n,u) on Sp(n,u), the average number of prime implicants in minimum SOPE's for n-variable p-valued input two-valued output functions using u, the weight of the functions, as a parameters. U,(n,u) was derived by using the statistical data Lf minimum SOPE'e for all k-variable functions (kSn). On the other hand, L_(n,u) was derived by using the concept of the n: number o f the i n p u t v a r i a b l e s u: number o f the minterms which are mapped i n t o one.
Gh(n,u): average number o f the prime ~m p l i c a n t s Gp(n,u): average number o f the e s s e n t~a l prlme implicants Lp(n,u):
l o v e r bound on Sp(n,u) Up(n,u): upper bound on Sp(n,u) S p(n,u): average number of prime the imp1 i c a n t s i n the minimum SOPE's (The values o f Sp(n,u) were obtained by t a k i n g the average o f ten randomly generated f unct I ons) t : near m~n i m a l s o l u t i o n Table 5 . 2 Average Numbers o f t h e Prime Imp1 i c a n t s i n Minimum SOPE's and T h e i r Upper and Lower Bounds (~= 4 1 p = 4 , n = 3 %: near minimal s o l u t i o n
